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ABSTRACT
This collection of articles deals with the importance

of physical education to a child's development. The first attidle,
"Directions and Thrust," examines three aspects of elementary
physical education which became particularly important in the 1960's:
movement education, perceptual-motor development programs, and the
multidisciplinary approach. The second .article, "Phys Ed Is Movement
Ed." explains that goals such as a specific throw or move are not
only important as ends in themselves, but also in relation to a
child's ability to adjust movements to different siblations. In the
third article, "Physical Play--It's Vital," it is argued that
physical education programs should not be too formal and should
encourage students to use a variety of,motor patterns. The fourth
article, "Innovation, Inquiring, Individualizing," looks at an
elementary physical education program at the University-of California
at Los Angeles and the objectives and goals which determine its
organization. "Lacking Facilities? Improvise!" is the title of the
last article, which suggests activities to be carried- out in the
classroom if the elementary teacher lacks equipment and/or facilities-
for physical education. (PB)
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Where does it -stand?
How vital is it?

What can 'a teacher do?
WHEN we decided to feature Physical Education in this issue of

INSTRUCTOR, the above questions, along with some others,-

popped -up. We agreed that physical education, as with so mob

of-all education, has come a long -way in recent years. But is it-

an_important part of the elementary school? Has its emphasis

shifted? Where is it now? Where is it going? To get our answer,

we contacted Or, Margie Hanson, elementary education consul-

tant with the American Association for Health, Physical Educa

tion. and Recreation. She in turn consulted with members of the

Elementary-School Physical Education Commission and then sug.

gested topics and authors to cover some aspects of the field. The

result is on the following pages.

Or, Hanson sets the stage in the first article, pointing up the

various directions and thrusts of physical education for today's

elementary student. Or. Kate R. Barrett, associate professor of

physical education at the University of North Carolina at Greens-

s.
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born, discusses the importance of movement

education to a child's education. Our third ar-

ticle, which examines the significance of motor

activity, is by Dr. Mary Moffitt, professor of edu-

cation (Early Childhood) at Queens College, City

University of New York. In the fourth article,

Craig Cunningham, supervisor of physical educa-

tion at the University Elementary School, UCLA,

discusses a program stressing innovation and in-

quiry at his school. And finally, in a highly practi-

cal article, Bertel Budd, resource teacher, Chey

enne, Wyoming, tells the teacher lacking in fa-

cilities and equipment how she can conduct

physical education for her students right in her

own classroom.

Physical education IS important to any child's

whole development. This feature has been as-

sembled with that thought in mind.

Directions
and thrusts
MARGIE HANSON

Physical
Education

'73

CHILDREN need an cnvi-
ronment of many sensory
and social experiences to
facilitate learning. Physical

activity is a wonderful way to enrich their lives
:end to reach them as they grow and develop.
The physical education period is a laboratory
for many types of learning as children develop
healthy attitudes toward social relationships
and learn to value, interact, observe, think,
and create. Physical education also helps them
learn -to communicate, to express ideas and
feelings through- movement and vocabulary.

Pupils team to cooperate and to compete.
They recreate. They develop skills and under-
standings which enhance_ their poise and self -
confidence -and they acquire -such concepts as
strong, weak, fast, -slow, up, down, around,
through, over, and under. They learn to judge
space, distance, right, left, speed, force, as well
as to anticipate actions of others. They learn in
a laboratory of "doing"how to listcn, follow
directions, communicate, and relate with peers
as well as adults. They develop skills, function-

al fitness, attitudes, interests, and
knowledges for a lifetime pursuit
of healtliand'happiness. Bccausc

physical-educators are responsive to thc needs
of children and the changes in cducation, there
is a new look in elementary physical education.

What is this new look? During the sixties the
emphasis had three special thrustsmovement
education, perceptual-motor development pro-
grams, and a- multidisciplinary approach to
learning. These continue to characterize good
programs today, with some modifications.
There is increased emphasis on the contribu-
tion of motor activity to the affective domain.
There is increased concern about the motor dc-
vclopmcnt of the young child, Thcrc is a surge
of interest -in creative dance integrated with
other arts. But these are general terms, and re-
quire some cxplanation.

1. What is movement education? How does
it differ -from the physical education of the
past? The major goal of movement education
is efficient movement for all of life's activities.
Other goals include a knowledge; understand-
ing, and development of the creative process,
and learning how to learn.

A curriculum expresging that point of view
even a single lesson doing -so differs con-
siderably from thc traditional isolated unit ap-
proach, especially at the primary level. A

r?
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theme, such as locomotion, flight, judging
space, weight transfer, balance, or manipula-
tion of equipment is decided upon, and all sorts
of activities carried out to develop that theme.
In locomotion, for example, a group of tag
games might be used, teaching youngsters to
run and stop through these games. They
wouldn't be learning the games just for thc sake
of the games, but rather for the sake of the
skills of running and stopping. As each theme
is introduced and problems discussed, activities
for solving the problems -will emerge- from -the
ideas of the children. Rather than taking a hula
hoop and devising a number of activities for it,
a theme or concept is chosen (perhaps manipu-
lation of equipment) and many tools are col-
lected and experimented with to develop good
movement around that thcmc. A child gains -a
sound understanding of how he moves, what he
moves, and whcrc hc is moving. Perhaps the
feeling for this approach can be caught from a
poem written by four-year-old Jeff in a move-
ment cducation class conducted by Don Dino
of Otero Jun'or College, Laiunta, Colorado:

Our class is called unlimited
The movements arc so free

It's fun to -be a student
With friends that laugh with me!

2. The second thrust, perccptual-motor dc-
vclopmcnt, grew out of concern for -the child
with- learning disabilities. Educators- realized
that if a child had trouble reading and only so
much remedial reading provided help they
would have to- find other means to remove
blocks to learning. The many successes of mo-
tor activities in clinical situations created a de-
mand for schools to usc motor activity as an
approach -to improve perception; -hence the
term perceptual- motor.

A rash of programs dcvelopcd through the
country. And as action outraced theory, docu-
mcntcd evidence of cause-effect relationship

scant. In recent ycars, however, there hag
been evidence to support many of -the- edu-
cators' original assumptions. Studies have

shown that:
The -slow learner is usually -a poor motor

performer, =hence motor tests arc -a useful
screening device.

= Patterns -of- development -of -the normal
child do differ from the slowly developing child.

Thought is associated with sensory input.
Controlled movement depends -on sensory

input.



Transfer of skills and learning does take
place under certain conditions. (For example,
a child learning to pitch a softball underhand
might be able to transfer this skill to serving
a volleyball underhand. On the other hand he
might not be able to pass a football efficiently.)

Perceptual-motor programs that are focused
on space orientation, visual perception, audi-
tory perception, kinaesthetic awareness, tactile
experience, and motor skill development may
be helping to develop learning power.

Interestingly enough, by'thc end of the sixties
educators were discovering a great commonali-
ty,between the content of movement education,
perceptual-motor programs, and those for the
handicapped children. Educators are now =bc-
ginning to identify a much more meaningful
physical education program focused- on -a pro-
gression of developmental activities, coupled
with concern for each child achieving success
by working at his own rate and according to his
own needs and abilities.

he increased interest in- the very young
child has also led many to reexamine thc con-
tributions of motor activity to development.
The value of play is a predominant theme in
nursery school education. However, the focus
has been on "learning through movcmcnt" such
as: exploring, discovering, rclating to othcrs,
sharing, developing confidence and courage.
Now there is an added focus.="learning to
move well." Enlightened leaders arc achieving
both goals simultaneously whcn the program is
carefully developed and carried out.

3. The seventies have = brought an incrcascd
interest in -the third thrust of the sixties, the
multidisciplinary approach, with a focus on the
affective domain. With a renewed = interest in
the quality of life and a widespread, popular
interest in -the arts, there are increasing efforts
to provide -more opportunities for creative
dance -for children- and -to improve the quality
of these programs. Like other motor activities,
dance has a movement base. But it also has an
added dimension, one of inner self-expression
with aesthetic- overtones,- usually with rhythmic
accompaniment.

Throughout the country = increased intcrcst
also can be -found in integrating various sub-
ject matter areas around a- general concept.
There are programs, for example, in which art,
music, science, and= physical education -have
united -to- focus -on such conccpts as balancc,
=force, _and direction, to help the child gain cog-

nitive understandings through a variety of sub-
ject matter experiences"Learning through
movement while laming to move."

Government and private foundations have
expressed their interest in establishing the arts
as the core of the cicmcntary program by fund-
ing pilot projects called "IMPACT" in five
cities. (They're located in Alabama, Orcgon,
California, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.) Hcrc art,
music, dance, and drama have united to open
up new possibilities for original thinking and
creative expression. for all children, not just a
limited few. Teachers are learning to use the
arts as important tools for teaching and for de-
veloping pathways toward deeper undcrstand-
ing of basic concepts in the academic subjects.

Today, concerned leaders are looking at a
curriculum in a much broader way than ever
before as they examine the unique and esse'
tial, yet complcmcntary, rolc of physical edu-
cation in total learning and child development.

Readers interested in pursuing further some
of the thoughts_presented in -this article_ may
by consulting the following resources:

Trends in Elementary School Physical Edu-
cation. American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation, 1201 Six-
teenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
1970; 28 pp. (#245-25122) 500

Ready- Set -Go- (Television series and manu-
al for K-3). National Instructional Television

Center, Field Services, Box A, Bloomington,
Indiana 47401. Produced in consultation with
AAHPER, 1970.

Film Loops for Elementary School Physical
Education. (A series of twenty -four 8mm tech-
nicolor loop film cartridges on Basic Move-
ment and Fundamental Skills). Available Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 383 Madison Avenue,
New York, Ncw York. Produced in coopera-
tion with AAHPER, 1969.

Task Force on Children's Dance, Ed. "Over
the Country Children Are Dancing," Journal of
American Association for Health, Physical Ed-
ucation and Recreation. Oct., 1971, pp. 27-39.

Guidelines for Children's Dance. American
Association for Health, Physical Education
and Rccrcation; 1201 16th Strcct, N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20036. 1971. 12 pp. (#243-
25154) 500.

Terry, Walter. "The Impact of IMPACT,' -'
Saturday Review. February 5, 1972.

Flinchum, Bctty M. and Hanson, Margie.
"Who Says the Young Child Can't" Motor Ac-
tivny for Early Childhood. Aincrican Associa-
tion for Health, Physical Education and Recrea-
tion, 1201 16th Strcct, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036. 1971. 16 pp. (#245-25152) 500.

Phys Ed- is
Movement Ed
KATE R. BARRETT

PARENTS and tcachcrs have
always known that a child
needs to move as a way to
grow. This nccd is expressed

by children as thcy play. But educators, espe-
daily those in physical educa :ion, have a new
awareness of how vitally important this nccd is
and of the implications it holds for all of ele-
mentary education. This sharpened awarcncss,
together with the new emphasis on thc "wholc-
ncss" of-how childrcn:learn, has thrust physi-
cal education into a new era.

The new era has many characteristici, but
most significant is the idea that physical cduca-

f.

tion is, in essence, -a child's movcmcnt educa-,
tionhis education in and through movcmcnt.
As an idea, movement education is not entirely
new. What is new, = however, are fresh _insights
into its potential and the emerging implications
for cicmcntary school physical education.

Thc nccd for carefully designed learning ex-
periences throughout a child's education is now
fairly obvious. More is known about early_
lcarning as well as -the possible influence it may
have on latcr performance and life. Although
the -term "early learning" usually is associated
more with the preschool child, physical cdu-
cators arc cxpanding the idea to include all of

3



the elementag school -years. When viewing
_physical education as a life-long experience,
they consider the-elementary school years a
beginning, or foundation, in -which the child_
should- gain-_a unified-understanding of niovc-
-ment td be better_ able to -cope with future
movement demands. This view suggests-three
interrelated goals:

I. A child should be_ able-to move skillfully.
1k-should be cifictent and_cffective in move-
ment situations, both planned or unexpected.

2. A child should develop awareness-of the
personal value of- movement. Also, he should
become sensitive to how he feels about his own
movement,_as well as the movement of others,

3. A- child- should have knowledge about-
movement and_the principles which govern_it,
Ile should- understand how this is applied to
his own movement and that of others.

As physical- educators have more clearly
identified these broad goals for elementary
school chtldren. so-have they clarified their be-
liefs about-children and-education. They-view
the child as an- individual with a potential for
his own unique-development. He-is a seeker
and a_ doer who learns most effectively when
the experiences are_ personally meaningful. He
has his own- ways, -rate, and style_orkerning.

A child's education revolves around such
goals is rational-decision-making. indepcndenve
in and love of learning. self-identity, self-
acceptance, and self- worth. The- (act-that chil-
dren implement experiences in a way that is
consistent with these beliefs has influenced the
direction of today s _physical education.

The content of physical education is con-
sidered_movement moth four major categories.

I. 7104, or what the body can-do.
2. Space, or-where the body can move.
3. Lflort, or how the body can move.
4. Relationships, or-with-whom or what ob-

jects the-body can move.
Let's look-more specifically at what is hap-

pening in terms of these categories. The gen-
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cral aspccts of physical educationgames/
sports. dance, and gymnastics-remain basically
the samc. The differences arc is what isoccur-
riog within the specific activities. Suppose there
is a problem; for example, on handling a ball or
beanbag using different-parts of the hands -or
-feet (this focuses-on-ilk relationship and_body
categories of the content). A group of six- and
seven-year-olds may be asked to-find out for
themselves the different things they can do with
either object. They can be encouraged to seek
-different ways to handle the objects with thcir
feet and hands. The experience serves- as--a-
starting point, a point from-which a child_and
his movement potential (in this case more
specifically related to object handling) will
grow. After observing carefully what the chil;
dren actually do, the-teacher can decide how
best to help each achieve even more.

With the same general emphasis, that of
handling an object, a-small-group of clew:l-
and twelve-year-olds:niay be asked to-impro-
vise a-game. Their Work may focus orrimprov-
ing th ability to handle the ball with-the goal
of putting another- player out (this focuses on
the relationship -category_ of thc- content). In_
their attempts to improve ball-handling skill, in
activities with one or_ more players, the chil-
dren may decide to work specifically on throw-
ing for distance and accuracy. This may be
done first without a runner:and-then with onc.
Letting pupils make their own-decisions about
specifically what to do gives them many-op-
portunities for personal involvement in the

learning situation. The more activities they de-
velop and carry on, the more control they gain
of their bodies. If he needs to the tcachcr might-
suggest more challenging experiences.

In a lesson highlighting the expressive quali-
ty of movement, the focus may boon contrast-
ing sudden with sustained movement while
emphasizing the use of the total body (this
focuses on the body and effort categories).
Younger children might try to show sudden and
sustained movements while traveling about a
space by soddenly jumping to the ground, then
slowly walking or lowering their bodies. Older
children might refine a sequence which shows
clearly an opening and closing action of the
body while at the same time contrasting sudden
with sustained movements. The tcachcr, as be-
fore, observes, assesses, and plans for the next
set of objectives and activities.

With agility-oriented movement, children
might begin working on the floor, experiment-
ing with different ways to maintain and lose
thcir balance, such as balancing on two hands
and one foot, then rolling over and regaining
balance on two knees (this focuses on the body
aspect of the content). The children might be
tcn, eleven, or even twelve ycars old, since this
is a fairly difficult concept requiring some
previous experience. Once versatility and con-
trol is gained these movements might be -ap-
plied to different arrangements of small and
large apparatus--hoops, low hurdles, benches,
boxes, tables, nod balance beams. In so doing,
the children are further challenged to gain
mastery over their bodies in -a variety of situa-
tions. -Later-on these children-might focus on
refining certain moves. For example, can they
move gracefully from a jump to a walk to -a
squat in one fluid movement, rather than in a
series of jerky movements. Stressing the -use of
different body parts and the idea of directional
or level changes would give added challenge to
children ready for it (this now adds the space
aspect of the content and a new dimension of
the body).

From these examples certain characteristics
of the physical education environment arc evi-
dent. First, experiences are mainly individual-
ized so each child can work at his own rate and
in ways meaningful -to- =hint. This is-accom-
plislicd by structuring each experience so that
it allowS for the natural differences among chil-
dren. There is no consistent "pattern of-struc-
ture" because children's needs differ from situa-
tion to situation. Secondly, -there arc always
opportunities for children to make decisions
regarding thcir own learning. The type and
amount of these decisions reflects the teacher's
understanding of children, movement, and chil-
dren learning movement.

The actual material or content and the goals
toward which children arc working make evi-
dent a third characteristic. Lessons tend to be



designed around a major movement focus, such
as handling an object, contrasting sudden with
sustained movement, maintaining and losing
balance. The more specific and potentially in-
dividual goals for each child emerge as the les-
son or lessons progress. These goals can then
be identified in more specific terms (Le., be-
haviorally). Goals such as a specific type of
throw (overhand throw, two-handed under-
hand throw, and so on) or a specific gymnastic
move (head stand, forward roll) are no longer
as important as ends in themselves, but rather
they are a part of something much larger which
relates to a child's ability to adjust his move-
ments to different situations both prearranged
and unexpected. To accomplish this a versatile,
dexterous, and self-directed mover is needed.
As the child works within the structure of each
experience, the teacher must help him challenge
himself further, and ir. so doing help him gain
greater control. over his body.

The concept of progression is inherent with-
in all the ideas discussed. provided the child is
helped to understand himself in relation to his
movement potential. The team of the child and
the teacher striving together toward these goals
has potential for -a very exciting and challenging
six years.

Physical educators are committed to the im-
portance that movement plays in -a child's -edu-
cation. They t c committed to the goal of skill
in- movement, appreciation of movement, and
knowledge of movement as thcy develop in an
educational setting of decision-making, inde-
pendence, and self - confidence. A different_ap-
proach is needed from that of thc past if we
are to help children become competent in thcir
own right to take their place in the world.

-kJ

Physical Play-
It's Vital!
MARY- MOFFITT

Physical
Education

'73
IN the critical early years of
children's lives, physical
Play is a necessity. Exercise
in the form of play stimu-

lates bone growth, develops lung capacity, aids
in blood circulation. If optimal growth and ef-
ficiency of movement are to be achieved, many
different patterns of movement must be prac-
ticed. And more and more educators are agree-
ing that good motor development and coordi-
nation will lead to good academic development.
As children achieve strength, endurance, and
resiliency of their skeletal frames, they will be
more likely to achieve success with academic
learning tasks. By thc same token, if a child is
restrained front hard physical movement over
a long period of time, his body will function
poorly and:he will develop feelings of inade-
quacy and frustration, and he may find it im-
possible to concentrate on learning tasks:with
any genuine effectiVeness.

Children seem to sense this relationship.
Watch a child as the balance and:coordination
of his body is achieved through the thousands
of motor experiences he has in his play activi=
tics. Observe him jump from an object and note
how his body absorbs the impact. Watch him
push a heaVy object and see how his body is
aligned for maximum power. Observe adjust-
ment of his bones and muscles when he lifts and
carries various objects. Observing a child in
motion, one may see the interrelation of physi-
cal movement and reasoning and judgment.
Appropriate actions :must be selected as he
moves, thinks, and judges situations. Many of
his actions are dependent upon physical laws of
leverage, balance, gravity, and weight. He has
to relate casual relationships with cognitive ap-
praisal of a situationwhat will happen if
. . . it is too high? . . . it is too small? . . .

it falls over? . . . it is unsteady? The relation
between perceptual-motor development and
academic achievement can easily be sccn in the
following examples. Children with poor hand -
eye coordination may have difficulty learning
to read and write. Children who have -not es-
tablished a sense of left and right, or of where
they are in space, may have trouble with di-
rections. Children may have difficulty in work-
ing efficiently at school tasks if they are unable
to focus adequately or control the eyes for
rhythmical scanningiof a page.. Motor activities
such as throwing and catching a ball, throwing
objects at a target, hammering:a nail,_pulling
a wagon, all make an important contribution to
developing hand-eye coordination,

Children orient themselves to space through
a variety of physical activities. The world looks

a bit different when hanging upside down from
a horizontal bar, or from a perch atop a slide.
Things appear and feel different to a child
spinning around, crawling under something,
walking backwards or sideways, riding in a
wagon, or going up and down on a seesaw.
And as a child explores space he must coordi-
nate his movements accordingly. If he is going
to leap-from an object he must assess the dis-
tance, judge where he is going to land, and co-
ordinate his efforts so he gets there.

A child's confidence and self-control are de-
veloped through motor activity. It provides a
child with a sense of who he is and what he can
do as he learns to takc risks and as he tests
situations relating to his power and skill. Com-
parc tht child who creeps cautiously across an
improvised board bridge with the child who
prances across. Is there any doubt as to which
one has confidence in his own ability? Who can
doubt .a child's feelings about himself when he
calls out after just learning how to execute a
new skill, "Hey, look at me!"

Motor activity also is expressive, as children
"speak" through their movementswith their
hands, heads, legs, and bodies. Timidity, cau-
tion, immaturityall arc expressed in different
ways, along with confidence, agility, and
nimbleness. Feet are placed differently when-
walking is- precarious. The position of the
hands, the spread of the fingers, may indicate
how a child is reacting to a risky situation and
how he feels about his ability to handle it.

An observant teacher will learn much about
youngsters by watching them approach certain
activities, Some children will revert to more
primitive motor natter:is as they go up steps or
climb on an apparatus. A child may have diffi-
culty with balance, or tend to bump into things,
or- run with his feet far apart. Earlier patterns
of_ performance may be reverted to when a
child is faced with learning a new skill. For in-
stance, a child may squat and "inch" his way
across a horizontal ladder the first few -times
he tries it. Or a child may attempt to lift his
body by jumping while holding onto a rope in-
stead of using the biceps and back muscles to
raise himself.

What can teachers do to encourage greater
strength and coordination of body movement?
To make physical play more significant ? -It has,
been said that Man evolved to where he stood
erect when probably it would have been better
if he had continued to walk on all fours. As a
result of walking upright, Man has had to de-
velop fine neuromuscular control for adjusting
to the pull of gravity and for maintaining up-
right position with a minimum of effort. Since
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there is greater mobility in the lumbar seg-
ment, the muscles of the back need to be
strong. Children need many opportunities to
develop strong back muscles, and they also
need opportunities to ease the fatigue of main-
taining the upright position.

In our dirt-conscious society, youngsters are
cautioned to stand, sit, and walk erect at all
times by adults who don't realize that creeping.
crawling. bending, and rolling are ways in
which children can relieve the strain on the
lower part of the back.

It is interesting to watch children at play and
note how they pace themselves for activity and
rest. They assume many (Afferent ways of rest-
ing when permitted to select their own time and
ways of doing so4ome will stretch out, others
may curl up in a ball. still others may select a
swing or seesaw that permits them to freely
swing their legs. when (Iiildren are permitted
to selco those activities-that have meaning for
theiii they profit most from their physical and
explorative play.

Ego-building qualities inherent in _physical
_play -may be noted-in a child's quest for com-
petency A. a particular activity. He may repeat
an-activi y- over_and over. As he does so, he

6

gams in competency. and may begin to elabo-
rate on the activity. He may coast down a steep
slide many times and when he feels secure
enough he may try coming down backward,
kneeling, or in any other way that comes to his
mind. Then as he gains skill he may engage in
dramatic play. becoming a fireman climbing a
ladder, a policeman on a bicycle racing to a
scene of trouble, a boat captain guiding a ship
through stormy seas. With a few props on hand
such as a rope. a tool box, and a special hat.
dramatic play,can help the child integrate his
activities with many of his concepts of life.

In planning physical education programs,
consideration should be given to programs that
are not too formal and that encourage students
to use a variety of motor patterns. Provision
for a range of activitiesclimbing, balancing,
pushing. pulling, running. creeping, throwing,
stopping, starting, tw.stingencourages chil-
dren to test themselves in meaningful ways.

Pupils should also- have some freedom to
select activities-to pursue. Without some free-
dom of choice to build their own-performance
systems. children may not obtain the wide
range of benefits-possible from their physical
play. This does not mean leaving the youngsters

entirely to their own devices. It means that
there is adequate equipment to be arranged and
rearranged in accordance with the children's
skills, interest, and their own ideas. It means
that the situation is established for optimal
physical response under the guidance of adults
who understand the goals of physical develop-
ment. Certainly, instruction may be given in-
dividually. A child may be helped in securing
a firm grip on a ladder, for instance. A child
may. be shown how to position himself for more
effective throwing or catching of a ball; a child
may be shown how to bend his knees when he
jumps, how to lift without straining himself,
how to tuck in his chin while doing -a somer-
sault. Thus,_a_teacher_helps a child develop
skills as he needs them.

Achieving and maintaining physical health
is a lifetime job. Children start out with certain
potentials but their development is influenced
by adults who can give or take away what the
youngsters need to develop their potentialities.
Much of what a child does seems to be directed
to what he needs to develop at the time, and
this urge should be respected and encouraged.
Play is a powerful inner- force through which
a child reaches and interacts with his environ-
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ment, in ways involving movement and differ-
ent sensory modes. He seems to learn more
when he can move around, manipulate objects,
and relate to the environment in different ways.
Movement can serve a child in what Maslow*
calls "peak experiences," those exhilarating
moments when a child exerts the ultimate re-
sources of his body in some action; the times
when through persistent effort he achieves a
new and novel result through physical activity.
Imagine the sensation he has running at his ut-
most and feeling- the air rushing through his
hair and the freedom of movement he has at
that moment. Or imagine his experience when
he first flips himself over on a bar and realizes
how things look when he is upside down!

Urban life, with increased leisure time, calls
for increased emphasis on physical education;
now, more than ever, children must be pro-
vidcd with opportunities for physical play. We
must make provision for physical play at school
as a place where the education of the physical
being is as important as the mcntal, social, and
emotional development of each child

Maslow, Abraham. "Some Educational Implications of the
Humanistic Psychologies." Harvard Educational Review, Cam.
bridge, Mass. Vol. 38, No. I. Fall 1968.
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Innovating, Inquiring,
Individualizing
CRAIG CUNNINGHAM
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CHILDREN in the physical
education program at Uni-
versity Elementary School
at UCLA arc led to dis-

cover, through better understanding of them-
selves as prime movers, just how to cope effec-
tively with their environment. Thc thesis is one
of learning to move and moving to learn.

First, a few words on how the University
Elementary School secs its purposcs, and how
iris organized. It has many functions. A major
one is innovation; a second one is inquiry. Both
arc carried -on at all levels of -the school and in
all phases of -the curriculm. Thc physical edu-
cation program socks to identify__ innovations
that can-bc uscd to further help the child_be-
coma more skilled and motivated learner, and
at the same -time inquire into how he learns
physical skills on an individual basis.

Thc school has approximately 450 children,
three to thirtccn years old, broken down into
age groupings which wc designatc as phases of
schooling. The Early Childhood Phase consists
of ages three to six; Lowcr Elementary Phase,
five to eight; Middle Elementary, eight -to ten;
and Upper Elcmcntary children arc -nine -to
thirtccn years old. Once assigned to a phase the
children are grouped with a team of teachers
for -a one- to three -year period. They can, how-
cvcr, be reassigned to other-learning teams if
they need to havc a diffcrcnt cnvironmcnt.

Now, to the physical education program. In
it, each child is pretested in up to seven major

areas at the start of the school year. Those
areas are: body coordination, eye-hand skills,
eye-foot skills, sensory skills, balance skills,
dance/rhythms, and locomotion skills.

In each of these areas test items are de-
signed to gauge specific skills over a three -year
period. For cxamplc, a child may demonstrate
four major throws using an eight-inch ball. A

-- teacher -will then be -able to record what physi-
cal abilities that child has in terms of throw-
ing. By applying similar criteria to all of the
areas and using appropriate testing toolsover
a two- to thrcc-wcck period at- the - beginning
of school--cach team of teachers can get =a
realistic picture of each child's physical skills.
After =all the test information is gathered, the
teams within each phase meet with the physical
education supervisor to design a program that
will specifically mcct thc needs of the children
within each team. With 125 children in a tcam,
for example, there would bc a varicty of nccds
that would- fall- around different clusters of
children in that team. If work on balance, and
particularly dynamic or moving balance, was
found to be one need, then roller skating, stilt
walking, or- balance -beam -work might bc ap-
propriate activity choices. Whatever the choice,_
children -would then be assigned to learning
groups for four to six weeks, five days a wcck,
twenty to forty minutes per day, with one or
two teachers working with each group. In some
eases a group of five- to seven-year-olds, for
example, might work in -a ratio of ten to otte,
while in anothcr, thirty to -one might bc bettcr,
depending upon the needs of -the children, the
type of unit, and the expertise of the teacher.

Once each- instructional -team member has
been assigned to a group, behavioral objectives
arc workcd out with the supervisor of physical
education. For example! By -the end of a unit
of instruction, a child in one group should be
able to throw an eight-inch ball, for instancc,
thirty fcct, four times. Or perhaps hc should
bc able to walk a two-inch balancc beam for
a distancc of twelve feet: Thc goals set dcpcnd,
of course, upon the particular objectives-and
age- level -of the group.

These -are terminal objectives, behaviors

that would be taught for and aimed -at in _the
teaching_ process. Thc teacher, too, has a varie-
ty of objectives that we call "en route objec-



tivcs" to be used in the daily teaching process.
It is through these objectives that individual
differences are effectively dealt with in the total
group. Balance beam en route objectives might
include the following:

Step. 1. Given a two-inch balance beam, the
child will be able to stand on the beam un-
assisted for ten seconds.

Step 2. The child will be able to walk for-
ward, using a toe-heel approach, for five feet.

Step 3. The child will walk the twelve-foot
balance beam unassisted.

The enroutc objectives then become the
guide posts that the teacher uses, around Which
learning opportunities are designed. At the end
of the teaching block the teacher will retest for
the original terminal objective, make notes on
each child_as to his or hLr progress, and in a
team meeting help to decide the next educa-
tional step in physical-education for-that child.
With this type of planning, the team can make
sure each -child is doing the kinds of activitv..s
most pertinent to =his development.

Another major consideration in program
planning:at the University Elementary School
is that of equipment. Many kinds of equipment
are used to help youngsters on..an individual
basis. Light, easy-to-throw equipment is used
by some children, larger and heavier equip-
ment is used by others. Whatever the case, be
it taller stilts, smaller unicycles, wider courts,
or lighter bats, appropriate equipment is a

major consideration. The_teacher who-doesn't=
have a great-proliferation of equipment might
be able to make use of discarded materials and
parental assistance to come up with workable
substitutes. Some might even start a trading -
stamp -drive to obtain proper equipment.

Another factor. that-gives more depth to the
_program is the opportunity for teachers to be-
come aware of the need for different styles-of
teaching. While some children:need a strong
command style, others learn more effectively
with an individual discovery approach, or by
working with-a =partner. Here is one area in
which the supervisor of physical education can
help teachers sec and experience different
teaching styles by demonstrating for a- team
teacher or the entire team if necessary, the goal
being to determine what instructional style will
work =best with the children involved.

At =schools where there is no supervisor of
physicaVeducation, or perhaps there isn't even
team teaching, the goals set forth here remain
valid; The job is just more difficult. The -indi-
vidual teacher will have to strive, perhaps
alone, to achieve as much as possible, for the
benefit ofseach child.

The teaching of physical education is a con-
stantly changing part 'of the entire school cur-
riculum. Thc program at the University School
is designed to promote inquiry, seek change,
and provide students with an array of tools so
they can learn to move and move to learn.

Lacking Facilities?
Improvise!
BERTH. BUDD
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ItIENTION indoor physical
activity and far too many
elementary teachers think
only of the gymnasium.

They toss off the idea of real physical activity
because the gym simply isn't available when
they want itif there is one available to them
at all. But for the teacher with a little imagina-
tion and initiative there's a whole world of
such activity awaiting their students in their
own classroom.

And it doesn't take a lot -of sophisticated
equipment, just some improvisation and a fun
approach by teacher and students alike. Hcrc
are some things a teacher strapped by lack of a
gymnasium, multipurpose room, or othcr such
facility:can do in her classroom.

Rhythm activities are probably as simple to
provide as-any. By-simply pushing desks and
other room furniture to the sides of-the room
and placing a record on a phonograph you can
get your youngsters involved in such things as
square dancing or folk dancing -(which, in-
cidentally, could correspond to a study-unit al-
ready underway). Take tinikling, for example.

This Philippine bamboo stick dance is an ex-
cellent avtisity stressingibody-control-and co-

ordination, agility and strength. Basically, two
poles are required, approximately five to eight
feet long. With a student at each end of the
poles, others step between the poles when they
arc apart, and hop out before the students slap
the poles together, all in rhythm, of course.
Various steps and beats can be used, as the
students with the poles slap them together,
then slap them down on the floor twice, then
bring them back up a couple of inches and to-
gether again. All that is necessary for this ac-
tivity is a couple of poles, and they don't even
have to be bamboo. Some rather rigid plastic
pipe ould do. So would those very inexpen-
sive plastic tubes used in golf_bags. By putting
two -of them together, one pole -of sufficient
length would be made. Clear an area, in -your
room and set up as many of these linikling
stations as -you want; your youngsters are in
for an exciting, challenging period of activity.

Lummi sticks offer another rhythmic means
to activity in your classroom.-Students can use
the small sticksapproximately a foot long
and a half inch or so in diameterin any num-
ber of routines, particularly in accompaniment
to music. They can tap the floor with the beat,
pass-the sticks right, -pass them left,= extend
them out, raise -them- over their heads, tap
them- together,= flip them easily to a partner,
or you name it. Your youngsters can develop
their e- ra routines, and if they haven't any
musical accompaniment, they even can come
up with routines set to their own chant. Lummi
sticks offer alm.ost endless possibilities, all
aimed at enhancing coordination, timing, and
rhythmic development. Again, the -cost is neg-
ligible. Broomsticks can be cut -up into Lummi
sticks. For the really young children, card-
board tubes can be used. Each youngster
should-haVe -a =pair of the sticks, and might
even want to attach _a piece of colored tape to
them for easy identification

Another good classroom activity is jumping
rope. Again, various routines can be developed
even -to- musicwith a number of short
ropes for individual jumping, or longer ropes
for partner or team- jumping. Rope lengths
vary all the way from six to eight feet for
short-ropes, through ten to fourteen- feet for
medium length, up to twenty-five feet for long
ropes. Number eight or number ten sash cord
Call be used, if desired. Taping the ends closed
helps to prevent fraying.

Poles, ropes, or taped lines placed parallel
to each other on the floor and accompanied by
some music or a beat (how about the Lummi
sticks?) allow for follow- the-leader pattern
work over, around, and through the arrange-



ment. Also, hoops laid next to each other in
any number of patterns make for good
hopping, jumping, and high-stepping practice,
as well as the playing of games. Good hoops
can be made from flexible plastic pipe or hose.
Dowels or plugs can be used at the ends of a
segment of the pipe to join them together.
After the ends of the pipe have been inserted
over the ends of a dowel, they can be stapled to
the dowel, thus insuring a solid hoop. The
hoops can be made in different sizes, but those
with a circumference of six to ten feet are most
useful. Color coding sizes by using red for the
largest and blue or purple for the smallest
would result- in a_correspondence with wave
length size in the color- spectrum red- the
longest, down to purple and indigo the short-
est. (You might coincidentally have your
youngsters observe rainbows and the order of
their color and the size of bows.)

Moving in space without equipment is en-
joyable, too. Walking, running, jumping,
hopping, skipping, moving-high and low, fast
and slow, forward and backward; moving soft
and hard, light and heavy, angry and happy,
lazy and vigorouslyall of these help a child
to understand and express himself. Often, po-
etry can be dramatized through movement,
adding to understanding (which illustrates how
physical movement can enhance learning).

To vary your activities, you may -wish to
vary your room patterns, too. Instead of mov-
ing the desks to the outside of the room, move
them to the center and work around them. Or
use the desks and furniture to divide the room
into sections and develop different activities
for different sections. You may even come up
with activities through which the desks them-
selves become equipment.

You can quarter the room off and play -bal-
loon volleyball. Half a dozen balloons lead to
an Interesting session. Let the children develop
their own rules frequently until-they develop
the game as they enjoy it most. You will prob-
ably find that as skill develops, so do rules.
Exercises in writing can enter in, by simply
having the youngsters record the rules and-a
description of their game. As many different
descriptions may be developed- as there -are
children. Incidentally, as you let the air out of
the balloons- at the end of- play, -you might
have the children notice how cool they are at
that moment. Just as heat is created by placing
something under pressure, cooling occurs
when -the- pressure -is- released.

There are many other activities that a teach-
er with just a classroom at her command can
come -up -with. How about bowling by rolling

a -softball at empty milk-cartons? Basketball
-by_ tossing _paper -balls at a -wastebasket- or
box? You might have the youngsters try throw-
ing- that same paper ball through a rolling
hoop, or try having them duck through the roll-
ing hoop. Miniature golf can be played -on a
carpet strip- using plastic practice golf--balls
and an indoor putting cup, or even a ring of
clay as a target. A putter can be= made of -a
three- or fouf-inch piece of two-by-two, with a
piece of dowel inserted for a handle.

Two-by-four _balance rails can be set up on
small blocks, offering many different balance
challenges. Tin-can stilts can do likewise. Sit-
ups and other self-testing-areas can be used.
Stations can be set- up in your -room- where
hoop work is going on in one,-rope jumping in-
another, ball bouncing in another, and so =on.

Most of -the above activities, -if developed
for fifteen minutes or so daily, should get the
heart beating,- the breathing deep, and the -per-
spiration rolling. That in itself provides -an
ideal time to investigate just what such activity
does to and for the body, and why. This pro-
vides a-valuable opportunity=to establish some
of the many values of physical activity.

It doesn't take much -to do most of these
activitiesand many others you can think of

just -some imagination, some initiative, and
the willingness to move your desks-aside and
embark -on some fascinating physical activity
right in- your own classroom.

I
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

A TIME TO -MOVE
A film focused on-the_ meaning of movement
for the 3 and 4 sear -old. Movement is the
first .ind-deepest-lanauage, 01-the child_ for its
own sake and-for what ii-achieves. Every -skill
is comprised of more simple skills. Photo-
graphed at UCLA Lab. School-with the_ con-
sultant help of E. Buchanan. V. Hunt. M.
Hunter. 1970: (16mm. h &w. sd.. 30 min.)
-Sale 5230. Rental 530. Available Early Child-
hood Productions. Box- 352, Chatsworth.
California- 913H.

BASIC MOVEMENT._NIOVEMENT
A11 ARENESS. MANIPULATIVE
SKILLS. FUNCTIONAL FITNESS.
A series-of 24 loop- films. each three to four
minutes long. depicting K-2 children in action.
developed in cooperation with AAHPER.
'Ideas and activ ities can easily be adapted doss n-

wardlor pre-primary age. Designed to show
children and- teachers a wide variety of
ac its Ines and_ equipment- with an- entire class
participating at one tune. Problem-solving
approach is used in-all films. Descriptice note
accompanies each cartridge. Authors - Hay es
Kruger. Pat Tanner, Carolyn- Rasmus. 1969.
(Super 8nuni technic:010r. silent, loop film car-
tridges.) Sale $24.95 each: No rentals. Avail-
able- Holt-Rineliart_&-Winston. 383 Madison
Avenue. New York, New York. For specific
information write Lewis Parsons, NCA A
111ms. Box 2726. Wichita. Kansas 67201.

-CREATIVE-MOVEMENT FOR THE
DEVELOPING CHILD
The film presents a complete rhythmic activity
program based= on natural_ movements of-the
child and geared toward the maximum sensory-
and- perceptual-motor growth of the child as
avenues 10 cognition. -Presents an approach
which can be elaborated on by experienced-

professionals, or -utilized _as-is by classroom
teachers. paraprofessionals. students, and par-

ents. Author - Clare Cherry . 1972. (16mm,
b&cc sd., 25 -nun.) Sale $120. Rental-$30.
Available Clare Cherry , Congregation Emanu
El Nursery School, 3512 A Street. San Bernar-
dino, California- 92405.

DANCE_ FOR JOY
A film--featunng 2, 3, and 4 year-olds, in a
climate of free movement created for spontane-
ous _reaction; _using music _as_the-quickcncr.
There is much large motor-activity and many
leanings about space. time, force, and flow.
By Gertrude C. Kmeht,_whose-previous film,
"Building Children's Personalities with Crea-

-us e Dancing," -has become a classic. 1971.
(16mm, color, sd., 20 min.) Sale $155; Rental
$17.50. Available-Documentary -Films. 3217
Trout Gulch Road, Aptos, California 95003.

-FREE TO MOVE
A British film depicting movement education
tasks. It integrates movement into art, -lan-
guage. and creative dramatics. 1971.-(16mm,
color, sd-35-min.) Sale, about $150. Avail-
able Southern Film Productions, Broekenhurst
Film- Studios, Broekenhurst -Hampshire, SO
47 Rd., England.

INNOVATIONS IN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Produced as part of-an ESEA Title III project-
granted Washington State- University for an
experimental program in- the elementary
schools of-Pullman, Wash. Depicts -a wide
variety of actin ities and equipment for K-6 pro-
grams from ideas gleaned by world travels_of
author-Victor Dauer. 1969. (16mm. color, sd.,
30 min.) Sale $229. Available Crown Films,
West _503 Indiana Ave. -Box 890 Spokane
Wash, 99210. ' 1, t..

LOOKING FOR ME
Janet Adler; a movement therapist, works with
normal and emotionally disturbed children,
emphasizing the importance of body language
in the young child's development. Unrehearsed
sequence of individual work with o.wo autistic
girls age-2 and-5, whom the therapist gradually
reaches through movement responses. Author
- -Janet Adler. 1971. (16mm, b&w, sd., 29'
min.) -Sale $175: -Rental -$12.50. Available
-University -of -California, Extension Media-

. _Center,:Bcrkeley, California 94720.

MOVEMENT=EDUCATION
Six excellent films for K-6. Titles are: (I)
Introduction to Movement Education; (2)
Teaching Direction and Level; (3) Teaching
Awareness of Body MOvements; (4) Teaching
Qualities of Body Movements; (5) Ideas -for
Theme Development; (6) Use of Small
Apparatus. An instructional manual is
included: Authors Aileene Warrell, Jean
Cunningham, Glen Kirchner 1968. -(16mm,

color, sd., six films 25-40 min. each.) Sale
$200 each: Rental $25. Available Audio-
Visual Center, Simon Fraser University, Bur-

naby 2, BritiSh Columbia, Canada.

MOVEMENT- EXPLORATION APPLIED-
TO-SOCCER_
A film-showing how movement-exploration
can be used to teach specific sport skills.-It
begins with a professional team playing soccer,
The:teacher is shown presenting problems-bo-
a beginning group of- children who work-on
them in small groups. When_a certain degree
of skill has been attained they_play-a modified-
game, and-later-play the official game. 1970,
(16mm, sd., 30 min.) Available Quinn
=Laboratories, Ltd.. or write Glenn Kirchner,
Simon Fraser University, Burnaby 2, British
Columbia. Canada.
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SIOVEMENT EXPLORATION
SPECIFIC SPORTS SKILL
_Designed primal!) for Nachos of children in
4th-8th grade, it divides skills into three areas
(1) discover) skills. %%Inch occurs in prima)
grades through exploration of boss objects
move in space: (2) transfer stage. in which
the teacher guides the students by a combina-
tion of exploration and coaching situations in
readiness for the game, (3) applied skills, with
the emphasis on competency and competition
in the game of volleyball, where a skill buildup
is used. Author Layne Hackett. 1971.
(16mm, color. sd.) Available Documentary
Films, 3217 Trout Gulch Road. Aptos,
California 95003.

MOVING /MAKING /ME
Working with a public school special education
program for 13 primary. educable, mentally-
retarded children. art and dance teachers slims
how concepts in movement and art can be inter-
related. This film records several sessions,
revealing and amplifying the children's
individual sty les and their gradual understand-
ing of- themselves gained through the-mediums
of -dance and art. 1972. (16mm, ,b&w,
28 min.) Sale S225: Rental $14. Available
Realist Filmmakers. 196 North Park, Buffalo,
New York 14216.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION LEVER TO
LEARNING
Educable mentally retarded bo)s and girls are
shovvn taking part in a igorous and varied
program emphasizing (le% elopment of motor
skills and_ph)sical fitness with improvised
equipment. Author Julian Stein. 1969.
(16111m, color. sd., 20 min.) Sale S200: Rental
S15 Available Stuart Finely, Inc., 3428 Mans-
field Road, Falls Church, Virginia 22041.

READY, sa.
Two serie! e 11) of 30 television
lessons, 2 the basic movement
approach to eic,.nitary school physical educa-
tion for prinvary children. Accompanied by a
manual with guidelines for supplementary les-
sons each week which provides continuity for
a year's curriculum. Developed in consultation
\vith AA HPER. Teacher Jane Young.
Authors Kate Barren and Bette Logsdon.
1969. Two instructional television series for
closed circuit use _in large school s)steins.
As ailable for purchase from the National
Instructional Telev ision Center, Box A,
Bloomington. Indiana 47401.

SENSORIMOTOR TRAINING
Designed for teachers, parents, students. Des-
cribes -philosophy and training methods for

"-)

helping pre-prima) children develop sensory
skills and physical coordination in the Dayton,
Ohio. Public Schools program. Author Wil-
liam Braley . 1968. (16iimi, color, sd., 24 nun.)
Sale S135. As adable Valdhere Films, 3060

alle)vvood Drive, Kettering, Ohio 45429.

THINKING, MOVING, LEARNING
This film illustrates a comprehensive develop-
mental program with twenty-six perceptual-
motor activities for pre-school and primary
grade children for use in the classroom and
On the playground. Author Jack Capon.
1970. (16111111. color, sd., 20 min.) Sale S210.

Inquire Bradley Wright Films, 309 North
Duane Ave., San Gabriel California, 91775.

UP AND OVER: EXPLORING
THE STEGE1
A film depicting creative_ problem-solving
actin sties on the stegel (apparatus for climbing
and hanging). Includes guide, selected bibliog-
raphy, and -scale plans for building a stegel.
Author -William Blake. 19" 416inni,
color, 20 min.) Sale S242. Availabh.-Bradley
Wright Films, 309 North Duane-Avenue, San
Gabriel, California 91775.


